We theoretically and numerically report on tunable elastic Parity-Time (PT) symmetric structure based on shunted piezoelectric units. We show that the elastic loss and gain can be archived in piezoelectric materials when they are shunted by external circuits containing positive and negative resistances. We present and discuss, as an example, the strongly dependent relationship between the exceptional points of a three-layered system and the impedance of their external shunted circuit. The achieved results evidence the PT symmetric structures based on this proposed concept can actively be tuned without any change of their geometric configurations.
I. Introduction
In the past decades, extraordinary propagating behavior of acoustic waves in artificial structures has attracted much attention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . To control the wave propagation at will, various artificial structures with specially designed constructive units named as phononic crystal (PCs) and acoustic metamaterials (AMs) have been suggested and investigated. The efforts have produced tremendous achievements both on fundamental and engineering aspects. The discoveries include acoustic band gap 1 , subwavelength imaging 2 , acoustic cloaking 3 , negative refraction 4 , and so on. These phenomena are mostly achieved by the modulation of the real part of the acoustic parameters.
Recently, parallel to the researches in optics [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , a so-called Parity-Time (PT) symmetric structure has been suggested for the acoustic wave manipulation [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In contrast with the aforementioned PCs and AMs, the PT symmetric structure was built by elements with complex refraction index, which means the energy loss and gain are introduced into the wave propagation procedure. This new structure paves a new way for wave manipulation and associated applications. It has been demonstrated that novel wave behaviors existing in optical PT symmetric structures, such as coherent perfect absorption 10 , nontrivial anisotropic transmission resonances 12 , and unidirectional invisibility effects 15 , can also be realized in acoustic PT systems.
However, because of the lack of freely controllable lossy and gain materials in nature, the realization of the PT symmetric structure for acoustic waves is remarkably difficult. To obtain the controllable acoustic gain and loss, several resolutions have 3 been proposed or used. For example, loudspeakers loaded by active circuits are used to fulfill the wave energy loss and gain in Ref. 21 . In Ref. 24 , the loss and gain units were realized respectively by the leaky waveguide and two coupled acoustic sources, while in Ref. 19 , the acoustic loss and gain were obtained by the energy exchanging between the directional flow and sound through two specially designed diaphragms.
Finally, in Ref. 20 and Ref. 25 , the acoustoelectric and optomechanical effects are suggested to archive the elastic gain.
We know that the acoustic loss or gain is just caused by the exchanging of acoustic energy in different forms, which means it can be archived through any materials if they can exchange the acoustic energy into other energy forms (for example, energy in electricity, mechanics, and so on). It can easily be found that piezoelectric material should be a suitable candidate for such purpose because it can
give energy conversion between the elastic and electric forms. In fact, the shunted piezoelectric units have been well used in recent years in PC and AM structures [27] [28] [29] [30] .
For example, the piezoelectric units shunted by electric resistance can be used as elastic-wave-consuming structure 28, 30 . In addition, because the elastic parameters of the piezoelectric material strongly depend on the electric boundary conditions, it can also be used as constructing elements for PCs and AMs when it is shunted by an electric inductor or capacity 29, 31 . Remarkably, PCs and AMs based on the shunted piezoelectric units can have active tunable band gaps because the elastic property of the piezoelectric units can be freely adjusted by the shunted electric impedance 27, 29 .
In this letter, we propose to realize elastic PT symmetry by shunted piezoelectric units.
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As was shown in Refs. 28 , the acoustic loss can easily be obtained by shunting the piezoelectric unit with positive electric resistance, while to get the acoustic gain, the shunted external circuit should have negative electrical resistance, which can be archived by active non-Foster electrical circuits 21, 32 . The interest and added value of such design is that the loss/gain of the unit can actively be tuned by the external circuit, and when an inductance is added into the later, both of the real and imaginary parts of its effective parameter become tunable. This means that a tunable PT symmetric system for elastic waves can be realized.
II. Calculation method
To demonstrate this idea, we simply consider a system illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . It is constructed by two piezoelectric layers with a non-piezoelectric elastic layer inserted between them. The two piezoelectric layers with their surface normal to z direction are covered by thin enough electrodes and shunted by the external circuits with serial connected inductance and resistance ± . The thickness of all those three layers is set to be the same and denoted by l. The piezoelectric layers are polarized in z direction and the whole system is sandwiched by two half-infinite non-piezoelectric mediums. To obtain the tunable elastic loss and gain, the two piezoelectric layers are shunted by external circuits with the serial-connected resistance ± and inductance L. Because the shunted positive R can introduce the elastic loss, the negative R can of course introduce the elastic gain. It is worth to mention that both the negative R and L can be achieved by active non-Foster circuits, the proposed structure can then be practically realized. For this simple system, if we only consider the longitudinal polarized waves propagating in z direction, it can be treated as 1D system, and the transmission and reflection ratios can be solved by the transfer matrix method. Following our previous work 29 , considering the piezoelectric layer with elastic constant , mass density ρ, piezoelectric stress constant 33 and permittivity 33 , the transfer matrix for the shunted piezoelectric layer that connect the total displacement U and stress at the right-and left-most boundaries of the layer, can be written as:
6 where "a" is an arbitrary length introduced to normalize the thickness of the layers, and 0 is an arbitrary value with dimension of elastic constant introduced to normalize the elastic constants of materials in the system. We set it directly as the elastic constant of the non-piezoelectric materials in the followed calculations. The "r"
("l") appearing as superscript of U and mean the value at the right-(left-)most boundary of the layer. The components of the transfer matrix have the form as: 
where the symbols in the equations are defined as: 
with S as the area of the cross-section and l as the thickness of the layer.
By using the continuum condition of 0 and at the interfaces between each two nearest layers, we can get the total transfer matrix for the waves from the right-most boundary of the left half-infinite medium to the left-most boundary of the 
where = 2 1 is the total transfer matrix, 1 and 2 are the transfer matrixes for the piezoelectric layers with shunted "+R" and "-R", respectively, and , which can be obtained by setting = 0 in Eq. (2), is the transfer matrix for the inserted non-piezoelectric layer between the two piezoelectric ones.
To calculate the reflection and transmission properties of the system, we need to decompose further the expression of U and . Because the waves at the boundaries of the half-infinite non-piezoelectric materials can be expressed as: 
where k 0 a = Ω/√λ 0 /ρ 0 is the dimensionless wave vector, and A L(R) (B L(R) ) is the displacement amplitude for wave propagating in positive (negative) z direction, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as:
by which the reflection and transmission properties can be calculated. In the analysis of PT symmetric system, Eq. (6) is usually rewritten as a scattering matrix form as
The relationships between the elements of S and
With (7) and (8), the reflecting and transmitting ratios for the waves inputted from positive and negative z direction can be calculated respectively by
and
respectively.
III. Results and discussion
To intuitively show that the elastic loss and gain are introduced into the piezoelectric layer by the shunted circuits, we can describe the layer as an equivalent non-piezoelectric elastic one with the effective parameters and . If the elastic loss/gain is indeed introduced, they would be reflected as the non-zero negative/positive imaginary parts of and . To obtain the effective parameters, we rewrite the transfer matrix for piezoelectric layer, Eq. One of the extensively studied phenomena for the PT-symmetric systems is the unidirectional reflectionless of wave at the so-called exceptional point (EP) 22, 26 . It has been shown that the eigenvalues of the S matrix for a PT-symmetric system can either be real or be complex conjugate pair, the EP refers to the frequency at which the 11 complex conjugate eigenvalue pair coalesces to the real one. At this special frequency, the wave can pass through the system without any reflection in and only in one direction. The phenomenon was suggested to be used in several circumstances.
However, because the phenomenon only occurs is the structure when the loss and gain are elegantly balanced, the specially designed system can only works at several single fixed frequencies. For practical application, an active tunable system without any changing of its geometric configuration is needed.
Before the discussion about the tunability of our system, we first present a picture inputting from the left-and right-most half-infinite medium with frequencies at 1 and 1 respectively. It can be seen that, at 1 , the wave can pass through the system without reflection only when it is inputted from the right-most half-infinite medium, while at 1 , the reflectionless transmission occurs only when the wave is inputted from the left-most half-infinite medium. Now we turn to discuss the tunable property of our suggested system. Because the unidirectional-reflectionless phenomenon only occurs at EPs, we just need to show how the EPs can be shifted by changing 0 and 0 . In Fig.4 It can be seen from Fig.4 (a) that in the considered frequency region (Ω < 8000), the PT-symmetry broken phase occurs when 0 = 100Ω/ . As we increase 0 , the frequencies for EPl and EPr are shifted accordingly. This means the unidirectional-reflectionless phenomenon can indeed be actively tuned by the external shunted circuits. However, we have to point out that, for the considered system, no matter what the value of 0 is chosen, the frequency range in which EPs can be shifted is limited between Ω = 2746~4074 / . To make the system more tunable, we need to add the inductance into the external shunted circuits. Shown in Fig. 4(b) is the EPs as the function of 0 for the system with 0 = 20 / 2 . It can be seen that, by adding such a small inductance, the EPs are pushed to a lower frequency region between Ω = 1796~3954 / . In Fig. 4(b) , the six branches of the curve appeared between 0 = 100~5500Ω/ mean there are three pair of EPs in this region. To see further how EPs can be shifted by the added inductance, in Fig. 4(c) we give the 14 result for the system with 0 = 10 4 Ω/ but with changeable 0 . It can be found that the EPl (EPr) can be shifted to the lower (higher) frequency region when a suitable value of 0 is selected. However, as 0 becomes larger and larger, the EPl and EPr will get closer and closer, which means the PT-symmetric-broken phase will finally be closed. 
IV Conclusions
In conclusion, we provide in this letter an original concept of a tunable elastic PT-symmetric system based on shunted piezoelectric units. The conjugated elastic loss and gain units, which are necessary for the PT-symmetric system, can be achieved by the piezoelectric units shunted with positive/negative electric resistance.
Because the electric impedances of the external shunted circuits can freely be tuned, the elastic PT-symmetric device based on this idea can actively be tuned without any geometric configuration changing. This will be useful in many practical fields and paves the way for the emerging PT-symmetry applications.
